Subtraction gadolinium enhanced magnetic resonance for head and neck imaging.
The subtraction method of Des Plantes has been applied to gadolinium enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (GdMR). Using short acquisition times, T1 weighted spin echo pulse sequences are made immediately before and after the intravenous administration of gadolinium DTPA. To avoid moving the patient from the scanning tunnel the venipuncture is made into the dorsum of the foot. The needle is placed in the vein prior to putting the patient into the scanner and is irrigated with saline while the control series is obtained. 42 patients with naso-sinus or skull base tumours have been successfully investigated by this technique and satisfactory subtraction studies are now obtained on all patients other than the claustrophobic. Subtraction GdMR provides the best demonstration of the effects of gadolinium DTPA on the magnetic resonance signal for both normal and abnormal tissues. The signal recorded on the subtraction image is dependent on tissue blood supply and provides a more accurate record of tumour extent than that shown by unsubtracted GdMR scans.